Total knee arthroplasty in the younger patient: challenges and solutions
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Abstract: Total knee arthroplasty is being performed for an increasing number of younger patients with osteoarthritis. Several studies have demonstrated a high prevalence of residual symptoms among younger total knee arthroplasty patients and functional activity lower than expectations based on age and preoperative diagnosis. Limited studies have specifically focused on specific techniques or implant designs on this patient population, but have not identified optimal approaches. Limiting the most common complications that lead to early surgical revision, infection and instability, is important to ensure both short-term symptom resolution and long-term implant survivorship.
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Introduction
Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is being performed with increasing frequency for younger patients with advanced clinical and radiographic knee arthritis. Kurtz et al have reported that patients less than 55 years of age comprise the most rapidly growing subset of patients undergoing TKA in the United States and have estimated that as many as 900,000 total knee replacements may be performed in this patient group by the year 2030. Studies reporting outcomes using traditional legacy scales have demonstrated substantial improvement in mean clinical and functional outcome scores following TKA in younger patients with implant survival between 90% and 99% during the first postoperative decade and between 85% and 96% during the second postoperative decade. In spite of the general success reported among younger TKA patients, many individual patients do not improve as much as expected. Recent studies have suggested that between 30% and 50% of younger TKA patients experience residual symptoms during various functional activities. The use of newer implant designs has not necessarily resulted in a reduction in symptoms after TKA.

Because younger TKA patients are more likely to engage in higher activity levels or to require implant durability over a longer time interval, implant technologies and surgical techniques should be aligned to optimize both short-term symptomatic improvement and long-term arthroplasty survivorship. There is a trend among surgeons in North America to accept partial knee replacement in younger patients, either as a definitive treatment or as a bridge to a later total knee replacement procedure. The latter approach is generally based on acceptance of a higher early failure rate, with an expectation that adverse symptoms will be less common in a partial replacement compared with a TKA and that conversion from a unicondylar to TKA will be
more predictable in outcome than a revision of a failed total knee replacement.

This paper will review the present published evidence on both partial and TKA in the younger patient, focusing on patient demographic characteristics, implant selection and surgical technique, and reported functional outcomes and arthroplasty survivorship.

Challenges in the literature

Defining the patient

Although several studies have reported mid-term outcomes (up to 12 years) after total knee replacement performed in younger patients, only a few of them selectively evaluated outcomes among patients who had a diagnosis of osteoarthritis. A systematic review of studies performed before 2010 indicated that the outcomes of TKA were largely successful among these younger patients, with substantial increases in both pain-predominated clinical activity scales and function based outcome scores. However, while most authors have broadly characterized younger TKA patients as “active”, this generalization has not been supported. The highest level of activity was reported by Odland et al, who noted that 65% of their patients had returned to active labor or some form of recreational sport activity. The mean UCLA (University of California, Los Angeles) activity score reported was 5.5 points, which correlates with the average patient engaging in moderate activity such as unlimited housework or shopping. Diduch et al reported that the younger TKA patient activity had improved significantly from 1.3 points (range 0–4 points) preoperatively to 3.5 points (range 1–6). Long et al noted an extended follow-up of this same patient cohort, noting that increased postoperative activity levels were sustained by a mean Tegner score of 3.0 points at a mean of 25 years after TKA. This activity level correlates with recreational swimming or going on a recreational hike. Although patients were characterized as “active”, Long et al reported that only 25% of patients were engaged at an activity level of 4 or higher, indicating participation in either moderate demand work such as driving a truck, cycling, cross-country skiing, or jogging on a level surface at least two times per week. The mean Tegner activity score reported in both of these studies is substantially less than what Briggs et al reported among patients with normal knees (mean 5.7 points). General improvements in mean activity and outcome scores are not universally experienced by younger patients, with as many as 45% of younger TKA patients not being able to increase their activity level after surgery and approximately 15% of them functioning at a lower level than before surgery.

Defining optimal implants and techniques

Deciding what implant is most appropriate for an individual patient has to take into account the nature of the arthritic disease process on the knee joint. Patients with a focal disease process localized to a single joint compartment – medial, lateral, or patellofemoral – may benefit from a unicompartmental (partial) knee replacement, if they are reasonably willing to modify activity levels. Non-arthroplasty options (proximal tibial osteotomy, distal femoral osteotomy, or tibial tubercle osteotomy) should be considered for high activity patients with malalignment and mild to moderate radiographic arthritis. Patients with more diffuse arthritic disease, will benefit more predictably from a TKA.

Medial unicompartmental knee arthroplasty

Traditionally, unicompartmental arthroplasty was reserved for lower demand patients, older patients with limited deformity (<10 degrees), mild flexion contracture (<10 degrees), intact cruciate ligaments, and moderate physical size (weight <90 kg). For real or perceived advantages, there is an increased interest in partial knee replacement among younger patients. Lombardi et al reported that patients undergoing unicompartmental arthroplasty had an earlier recovery of range of motion and higher early clinical outcome scores than patients treated with a conventional, cruciate-retaining total knee replacement. Consideration of unicompartmental knee arthroplasty (UKA) over osteotomy may be influenced by less familiarity with the surgical technique or concerns over high reported complication rates (30%) among patients who subsequently are converted from an osteotomy to a TKA. While there are appropriate reasons to consider unicompartmental knee replacement in younger patients, historical data from earlier component designs suggest that younger patients with unicompartmental arthroplasties are at risk of substantially higher failure rates within the first 15 years after surgery. Goe et al reported a 32% failure rate for unicompartmental arthroplasties in young patients from a community orthopedic surgery registry. Niinimäki et al reported a 2.2-fold increased risk of revision among UKA compared with TKA patients at an average of 6.2 years after surgery. Bini et al reported that the risk of UKA revision was 4.5 times more likely when performed in younger patients and 2.2 times more likely when the procedure is performed by surgeons with a volume of less than 12 cases per year. Parratte et al compared the results of fixed and mobile bearing UKAs performed in patients with a relatively low body mass index (average 26 kg/m²) and noted no significant differences at an average of 17 years after surgery. There were
similar rates of revision in both mobile bearing (15%) and fixed bearing (12%) designs. When medial UKA is selected as a treatment option, careful attention to detail during the surgery is necessary to ensure appropriate alignment is achieved, especially with respect to an appropriate reapproximation of tibial slope. Hernigou and Deschamps recommended avoiding a posterior slope greater than 7 degrees with unicompartamental arthroplasty after noting a higher incidence of late anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) failure among patients and increased revision risk among patients with increased tibial slope. Nunley et al have noted that as many as 17% of patients have native posterior tibial slope >10 degrees. Additional study will be needed to define whether reconstruction with a similar degree of slope in these patients is appropriate, whether reducing the slope will be preferable, or whether UKA should be avoided in these patients.

**Patellofemoral arthroplasty**

At the present time, there is little specific evidence regarding the outcomes of patellofemoral arthroplasty (PFA) specifically in younger patients. PFA is an attractive option for younger patients with isolated patellofemoral disease when considering that the results of extensor mechanism realignment procedures are not uniformly successful – with as many as 35% reported to have persistent pain after surgery. While Meding et al reported more predictable outcomes in younger patients undergoing TKA than undergoing PFA using an earlier component design, improvements in second generation designs have received favorable early reports. Longer follow-up will be needed to define the outcomes of this procedure among younger patients who may wish to remain active.

**TKA**

At the present time, there is little published guidance for specific decisions in implant selection or surgical technique for TKA in younger patients. Most surgeons will consider several considerations when performing TKA in younger patients because of an expected requirement for the knee to be durable. While efforts to improve implant design characteristics have continued over the past two decades, the literature is mixed on whether these have translated into better performance.

**Implant design**

At the present time, no literature has demonstrated more favorable outcomes in younger patients based on TKA design. Kim et al have reported similar improvement in pain and function for both mobile bearing and fixed bearing knee replacements when performed for patients ≤50 years of age. The literature is mixed in defining whether implant modifications designed to enhance TKA performance or durability have resulted in improvements perceived by patients. Hamilton et al reported clinically meaningful improvement in knee range of motion and functional scores when comparing a contemporary implant with an earlier generation design from the same manufacturer. In contrast, Nunley et al reported that younger TKA patients were more likely to experience undesirable mechanical symptoms (grinding, popping, or clicking) from contemporary implant designs – rotating platform (43%) and sex specific (37%) – compared with an older cruciate retaining (CR) (19%) implant design. They also reported twice as many patients had difficulty getting up from a chair (37%) with these newer designs compared with patients who had received an older CR implant (19%).

There is also some renewed interest in bicruciate retaining TKA, as this may help to reduce clinical instability associated with CR and posterior stabilized designs which leave younger patients with an ACL deficient knee. However, there are no studies on this implant technology specifically used among younger patients who would be most likely to subject the TKA prosthesis to these types of mechanical loading. Cloutier et al had reported favorable clinical and functional outcome scores and 95% 10-year implant survival on an ACL sparing implant, but generalizing the results of this study to a young TKA population is limited by the average (77.3 years) and minimum age (59 years) of patients who received these implants. The technique associated with the use of a bicruciate sparing knee is less forgiving than traditional implant designs. While these implants hold some promise for the most highly active patients, more study is needed to define whether both symptomatic improvement and long-term durability of prosthetic implant fixation are achieved.

**Soft tissue balancing**

Instability has been identified as the most common reason for TKA revision within the first 2 years after surgery. At the present time, significant attention is being given to ways to optimize TKA soft tissue balance and consideration over whether targeting a traditional mechanical axis can consistently produce a balanced soft tissue envelope that is maintained throughout the range of motion arc. Parratte et al reported that patients were no more likely to undergo revision surgery when component alignment was achieved within 3 degrees of a neutral mechanical
alignment, than if the knee had been placed outside of this alignment goal. Other investigators have proposed a kinematic alignment target, and limited studies to date have suggested that this more successfully restores soft tissue balance around the knee. Custom cutting guides were introduced to help decrease variability in surgeon ability to achieve composite coronal and sagittal alignment targets and potentially decrease blood loss by allowing the procedure to be accomplished without instrumentation of the femur and tibia. While these technologies may have potential, several studies have pointed out limitations including potential need for the surgeon to adapt operative technique to successfully accomplish the procedure. Regardless of whether a mechanical or kinematic axis is targeted, understanding both tibiofemoral alignment and the individual contributions of the femur and tibia to three-dimensional knee position, is important to balance deformity correction through the knee joint. While Luyckx et al suggest that experienced surgeons can use either a measured resection or gap balancing technique to achieve soft tissue balance in the flexion space that matches the extension space, Dennis et al have reported reduced femoral implant lift-off during flexion activity with the use of gap balancing techniques. However, the effectiveness of these approaches has not been specifically assessed in younger patients. Regardless of approach, it is important for the surgeon treating younger TKA patients to recognize when it is appropriate to accept less aggressive coronal or sagittal plane deformity correction, when there is the potential to increase soft tissue laxity and symptomatic instability. Corrections that are made to deformity in the extension space need to be adequately balanced against corrections made in the flexion space in order to maintain a balanced soft tissue envelope.

Bearing surfaces
Over time, the major cause of revisions continues to be related to bearing surface wear and the biological responses to particulate polyethylene wear debris. Odland et al reported that aseptic loosening or osteolysis resulted in revision for 16% of TKAs performed in younger patients at a mean of 12 years after surgery. Highly cross-linked polyethylene has been widely accepted in total hip arthroplasty, with limited reports demonstrating low wear rates even in highly active patients. While limited studies have reported that highly cross-linked polyethylenes can be used without an increased risk of early failure in TKA, some authors have expressed that caution should be exercised with the use of highly cross-linked polyethylene due to a potential for mechanical failure that has not been specifically defined.

Managing pain and limiting complications
Successful total knee replacement requires that several conditions are met. Patient comorbidities need to be optimized or managed effectively to reduce the risks of perioperative wound complications or exacerbation of medical conditions. The surgical procedure needs to be accomplished with adequate proficiency to position components near intended alignment and to create a balanced soft tissue envelope that will allow restoration of function without instability.

Patients need to be able to effectively engage postoperative rehabilitation to recover functional motion and to progressively increase strength over the course of several months after surgery. Prophylaxis provided to reduce the risk of perioperative complications, such as venous thromboembolism, should be performed using techniques that provide a balance between prevention and the introduction of additional clinical concerns. Early postoperative pain control is an essential component of early recovery. Multi-modal pain management approaches including regional analgesia, intra-articular injections, long- and short-acting pain medications, anti-inflammatory medications, and adjunctive modalities may be helpful in attenuating early postoperative pain response and allowing patients to more effectively engage early postoperative recovery to recover functional range of motion early after surgery with a gradual recovery of strength over several months after surgery. Limiting the risks of infection and instability is critical as these complications have been reported as the most frequent cause of early failure. Repeat revision TKA in younger patients for these concerns have been associated with limited improvement in functional outcome scores and a high probability for repeat revision TKA.

Summary
TKA is being performed for an increasing population of younger patients. Adverse symptoms related to component malposition or soft tissue imbalance may be more readily apparent among patients who attempt to engage higher level activities after surgery compared to older patients. Acute complications related to surgical technique, including prosthetic instability, limited motion, infection, or extensor mechanism dysfunction contribute to higher cumulative revision rates and will likely affect these patients for their remaining lifetime. The present literature has not adequately described implant or technique specific outcomes related to
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younger TKA patients. Assessing long-term performance of specific implants or techniques will benefit most from study of the most highly active subset of this patient group.
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